Are you satisfied with the education system in your country?

75% of WISE experts say that they are not satisfied

The WISE-GALLUP survey "Connecting education to the real world" was conducted by gällup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 28,000 individuals.
Who should be responsible for preparing students for the world of work?

7 in 10 experts say it should be mainly universities

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
Is early work experience more important than a degree?

67% of WISE experts say job-related knowledge is more important than a degree to succeed in life.

Source: WISE-GALLUP Survey “Connecting education to the real world”
Do societies show enough respect for teachers?

6 in 10 WISE experts say teachers in their country are not treated with respect

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
Are countries investing enough in education?

70% say their country does not invest enough in education.

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
Who should fund education?

66% of WISE experts say education should not be paid exclusively by government

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by Gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
80% of WISE experts say they would hire a B- student with a relevant internship over an A+ student without a relevant internship.

Internships versus Grades

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by Gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
57% of WISE experts say they would encourage a child to enroll at a university rather than take the dream job.

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by Gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
78% of WISE experts would prioritize spending on hiring and retaining good teachers over improving technology in schools.

The WISE-GALLUP survey "Connecting education to the real world" was conducted by Gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.
68% of WISE experts agree that not having a degree limits people’s job options.

The WISE-GALLUP survey “Connecting education to the real world” was conducted by Gallup between August 6 and 31, 2015, among 1,550 experts representative of the global WISE community, which comprises approximately 20,000 individuals.